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Tunable magneto-photonic response of nickel nanostructures
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In this letter, we present both experimental and numerical studies of the magneto-optical (MO)
properties of nickel infiltrated opals. Ni can show interesting MO properties that can be controlled
by nanostructuration through colloidal crystals templating. Nanostructuration allows the coupling
of light to surface plasmon modes of Ni, and a clear dependence of the MO response as a function
of the structural parameters of the template has been observed. This dependence can be used in
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future tunable devices such as switchers or MO modulators. V
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Photonic crystals are periodic dielectric materials that
can control the flow of light in a very versatile way in one,
two, or three dimensions (1D, 2D, or 3D) and for a large
energy scale. Since their proposal, more than twenty years
ago,1,2 most efforts centered on the fabrication and further
optimization of systems using non-absorbing materials
(dielectrics), those for which theoretical predictions were
first developed. Recently, there have been new efforts to consider non-passive optical systems to actively control light
propagation, where absorption or other non-linear phenomena play an important role. Magnetic photonic crystals (or
magnetophotonic crystals, MPCs) are one of these new
approaches.3,4 The main goal is to use magnetic fields to
control the photonic properties of different nanostructures
incorporating magneto-optical (MO) active materials In such
a way, MPCs have been fabricated mainly in 1D, alternating
magnetic and dielectric layers, enhancing MO Faraday and
Kerr effects, or improving second harmonic generation,
among others.5 In the case of 2D MPCs they have been prepared from porous alumina matrices6,7 or via nanosphere lithography.8,9 In 3D MPCs have been prepared from selfassembled colloidal structures10 by synthesizing ferrite
within the artificial opal voids11 or by impregnating them
with maghemite nanoparticles.12
Nanostructured metals (i.e., metallic PCs) have been
profusely used in the framework of plasmonic nanostructures. In this regard nickel is a very promising candidate to
explore MO effects in such photonic structures13 due to its
versatile incorporation into different porous structures from
a number of different techniques, such as electrochemistry,7
atomic layer deposition,14 or by simply direct nanoparticle
infiltration.15
In this letter, we describe how properly nanostructured
Ni exhibits remarkable MO responses, which can be controlled in a simple way by colloidal crystals templating. We
have found that the MO response exhibits features that can
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be controlled by fine tuning of the structural parameters of
the template. Such features are associated to the excitation of
surface plasmon (SP) modes of Ni. The magnitude of the
features is found also to depend on the long-range order of
the sample.
Ordered arrays of monodisperse polystyrene (PS)
spheres supported onto gold sputtered microscope slides
were used as templates. PS artificial opals were grown by
vertical deposition method,16 which provides highly ordered
face centered cubic (fcc) structures with controlled thickness
and orientation. Typical sample thickness used for metal
deposition ranges from 100 nm to 4-5 lm. Ni was infiltrated
potentiostatically at E ¼ 1 V vs Ag/AgCl. Electrochemical
deposition experiments were carried out using a conventional three-electrode electrochemical cell and controlled
using an Autolab PGSTAT30 potentiostat-galvanostat. The
active area was about 1 cm2 delimited by a mask of nail varnish. All experiments were performed at room temperature.
Ni layer thickness, proportional to deposition time, was controlled to reach a half sphere. After infiltration, the original
polymer template was dissolved in cyclohexane. Figure 1
shows experimental procedure scheme together with atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images of three different templates,
corresponding to sphere diameters of 320, 457, and 780 nm.
Although the sample crystalline ordering is always fair, postprocessing stage can somehow affect the final quality of the
structure, as can be seen in Figure 1 for the 320 and 780 nm
structures. This issue can appear after polymer removal.
Polar Kerr rotation (PKR) (magnetic field applied normal to the sample plane) and transversal MO Kerr effect
(TMOKE) (magnetic field applied parallel to the sample and
perpendicular to the incident light plane) spectra were measured in the visible range (spot size around 1 mm2) applying a
magnetic field high enough to reach saturation (1.2 T and
350 Gauss, respectively). The modeling of the MO response
has been realized using a scattering matrix method (SMM)
that is able to account for MO effects17 for perfect periodic
structures.
Figure 2 summarizes PKR results (experimental and theoretical) for different sphere sizes. Whereas the spectra of
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FIG. 1. Left: schematic representation of sample preparation. Right: AFM
images different templates with increasing sphere size.

the 320 and 457 nm samples show only one feature in the
near UV region, the spectra of the 780 nm sample have two
clear features: one in the UV region and the other in the near
infrared region. These features are due to SP modes of Ni.
Surface periodic corrugation offsets the momentum mismatch so that the in-plane wave vector of light matches that
of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) modes of Ni. At normal
incidence, the conservation of the in-plane momentum can
be written as kspp ¼ 6ib1 6 jb2, with b1 and b2 the reciprocal
lattice vector for the hexagonal lattice (see scheme in Figure 2)

FIG. 2. (Color online) Experimental (dots, left) and theoretical (lines, right)
results for Kerr rotation (in black) and ellipticity (in red): from top to bottom: 780 nm, 457 nm, and 320 nm. The dashed lines (left) correspond to
bulk Ni. Vertical bars (right) mark frequencies of the folded SPP modes for
a Ni/Air system.
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and i and j integers. The vertical bars in Figure 2 represent
the frequencies of the SPP modes for a Ni/Air system and
i ¼ 1 and j ¼ 0 (or i ¼ 0 and j ¼ 1) or i ¼ j ¼ 1. As can be
observed, the features are localized around such frequencies
and follow the same sphere diameter dependence. Therefore,
we associate the structures as arising from SP modes originated from the folding of the SPP dispersion curve. In the
spectral region of the discussed features we observe an
increase of the MO response with respect to bulk Ni, but
contrary to what have been observed in other nanostructured
systems,7 such increase is not due to an enhancement of the
polarization conversion coefficient, rps, but to a reduction of
the reflectivity, r.18 In fact rps shows a decrease of its intensity in the spectral region of these features, which suggests
that the SP modes, arising from folding the SPP dispersion
curve, interacts with the SP localized at the voids. Such coupling will reduce the intensity of the electromagnetic field
inside Ni and, therefore, rps. This coupling between propagating and localized modes has also been observed in similar
Au nanostructures.19
Although the shape and sphere diameter dependence of
experimental and theoretical spectra are very similar, the intensity of the experimental PKR is not as high as theoretically expected from SMM simulations (solid line in Figure
2), probably due to disorder that damps and broadens the
resonances, where geometrical disorder affects the most.
Disorder in these structures usually appears at long-range
being less pronounced at short range. To verify this assumption, angle-resolved reflectance measurements were performed. By imaging the back focal plane of a high numerical
aperture (NA ¼ 0.75) optical microscope objective under
monochromatic illumination the optical Fourier transform of
the sample reflectance was obtained.20 The reflectance patterns obtained in this manner are equifrequency surfaces
(EFSs) of the 2D PhC,21 where the dark streaks correspond
to modes of the system to which one can couple to when impinging on the sample. Figure 3 shows experimental EFSs
taken with 2 different spot sizes (50 and 10 lm in Figures
3(a) and 3(b), respectively) centered at the same point of a
780 nm pitch sample illuminated with 633 nm light. Note the
six-fold symmetry corresponding to the crystal order. Common defects in this kind of structures are rotated domains,
where the sample consists of several single crystal regions
which are slightly rotated with respect to each other. Hence,
as one probes large sample regions comprising several
domains, different features in the EFSs are expected to wash

FIG. 3. (Color online) Angle-resolved reflectance of 780 nm Ni structure for
two different spot sizes: (a) 50 lm and (b) 10 lm.
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have found that the effect of disorder on the PKR is to
decrease the amount of that enhancement. In the case of
TMOKE, since it is largely affected by the crystal orientation
probed, the effect of long- range disorder significantly alters
the signal.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Experimental TMOKE spectra taken at h ¼ 45 for
the 457 nm sample (a) and for the 780 nm sample (b), at two different inplane angles, /. In (a) a clear difference in the two measurements can be
observed, reflecting the difference in the crystal orientation, whereas in (b)
this difference is smeared out to a large extent, due to disorder effects.

out. This can be seen in Fig. 3(a) for the large spot size
(50 lm) measurements. For smaller spot sizes of 10 lm (Figure 3(b)) different features are more clearly defined, a signature of a better crystallographic order. This is particularly
relevant when different crystallographic directions are to be
studied, like in TMOKE measurements, as discussed below.
TMOKE measures the difference in the reflectance
when the direction of a magnetic field, applied in the sample
plane and perpendicular to the incident beam, is reversed
(TMOKE ¼ (Rþ  R)/(Rþ þ R)). The TMOKE signal can
be obtained at different incident angle h and for different azimuth angles / in order to explore different crystallographic
directions.22 It must be noted that h ¼ 0 means incident
light exactly at C point and at this point the TMOKE signal
is identically zero. However by increasing h we scan the different high symmetry reciprocal space directions CM
(/ ¼ 0 ) or CK (/ ¼ 30 ). This procedure is routinely used
in 2D photonic crystals optical characterization and allows
retrieving band structures in standard reflection experiments
(obtaining similar results to Figure 3(b)). For simplicity, here
we will focus on incidence at h ¼ 45 . Results for the
457 nm sample are shown in Figure 4(a) where a clear dependence on / in the TMOKE signal can be observed, confirming relatively good crystalline order in a rather longrange. However, this dependence is almost completely
smeared out in the 780 nm sample (Figure 4(b)). This is an
indication of an increase in disorder, that can arise both from
individual elements (the voids) and from lattice imperfections, which have a pronounced influence given the probe
beam size used (1 mm), as previously discussed.
In conclusion, we have prepared MPCs from selfassembled polymeric monolayers replicated on nickel. These
structures exhibit an increase of the magneto-optical
response with features at spectral regions controllable
through structural parameters of the template. These features
are due to the excitation of Ni Surface Plamons modes. We
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